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Estate Planner / Retired 

IHT shake-up on the cards? 

Inheritance tax could be due a major overhaul, with a new report recommending 

sweeping changes to gifting rules, life insurance policies and even who pays the bill. 

After a request from the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Office of Tax Simplification 

(OTS) conducted an extensive review into inheritance tax. Its new reports sets out clear 

recommendations for reforming the rules, which the government must now respond to. 

You won’t necessarily have to pay inheritance tax, as the first £325,000 of an estate is 

tax-free. And if your home passes to your child or grandchild, the estate can be worth up 

to £475,000 in 2019-20 before tax is payable. Indeed, last year just 24,500 estates 

were landed with a tax bill, accounting for around 4% of all deaths in the UK. Yet while 

the number of people affected is small, the bills can be enormous, with a tax charge of 

40%. Whether you’re planning your legacy, or dealing with an inheritance, it’s vital to 

know how the rules work. Proposed changes include: 

1. Shortening the time limit for taxable gifts 

2. Changing who pays inheritance tax on gifts 

3. Reforming IHT exemptions to gifts 

4. Exempt all life insurance policies from inheritance tax 

5. Remove the capital gains tax uplift 

6. Review treatment of businesses and farms 

 

All 

Self-assessment fines on the rise 

HMRC has fined 14% more people year-on-year for late self-assessment tax filing, 

leaving well-intentioned taxpayers frustrated. “The pool of people at risk of being fined 

for late payment is now bigger than ever as self-employment continues to grow,” said 

Tim Woodgates, associate and tax specialist at Moore Stephens. “UK taxpayers are 

feeling the pinch. As a result, some do not have the money to pay the tax bill on time, 

even though they want to.” In 2015/16, 291,000 taxpayers were penalised for late 

payments, while that figure jumped to 331,000 in 2016/17 (the latest full year 

available). In 2017/18, HMRC has already raised 233,000 fines says Moore Stephens. 

The jump in fines may be attributed to the record number of self-employed individuals, 

which has soared by 180,000 in just one year to make a grand total of 4.93m in March 

2019. Moore Stephens suggests that new taxpayers are unfamiliar with tax deadlines 

and suffer as a result while appeals are increasingly in vain. If the taxpayer is 30 days or 

more late in paying their tax returns, they are issued with a fine of 5% of all the 

outstanding tax. At six months, they are issued with a further fine of 5% of all the tax 

due at that date, and repeated again at 12 months. 



 

 

 

Home Owner / Investor 

BTL landlords at risk from HMRC crackdown 

HMRC has been mailshotting thousands of UK landlords as part of its Let Property 

Campaign, suggesting it knows that they are not declaring the full tax they owe. 

Overseas landlords, many of whom are UK expats rather than wealthy foreign investors, 

are now coming forward in response to the campaign, which is designed to encourage 

landlords to voluntarily disclose to HMRC that they have not paid the full amount of tax 

on their rental income. Over the last tax year, 397 overseas-based buy-to-let landlords 

admitted to HMRC that they had not been paying the tax on their rental income, up 61% 

on the 246 that came forward in the previous year, according to accountants Moore 

Stephens. If landlords do not respond within 30 days of receiving a letter from HMRC, 

they are liable to face penalties based on what HMRC believes they owe, or even criminal 

investigations for non-compliance. HMRC is using its immense artificial intelligence (AI) 

database, Connect, to gather more information on landlords. Connect allows the tax 

authority to cross-check activity across innumerable information sources from property 

disclosures on tax returns to estate agents’ client lists and land registry data, as well as 

social media profiles and extraordinary spending patterns to identify instances of tax 

avoidance and evasion. 

 

Saver / Investor / Property Owner 

UK house prices up 

British house prices rose at the fastest annual rate since early 2017 in the three months 

to the end of June, mortgage lender Halifax said on Friday, adding to other signs that 

the housing market has stabilized after weakening on Brexit worries. House prices were 

up by 5.7% in the three months to June compared with the same period a year ago after 

rising by 5.2% in the three months to May, Halifax said on Friday. A Reuters poll of 

economists had pointed to a 5.9% rise.  Halifax cautioned that the annual increase was 

flattered by weak price growth in the corresponding period in 2018. In monthly terms, 

prices fell by 0.3% after a rise of 0.4% in May. Commentators said the housing market 

was displaying a reasonable degree of resilience in the face of political and economic 

uncertainty. Other measures of house prices have shown smaller increases than Halifax 

recently — with prices in London falling — but have also suggested a bottoming out in 

the market after a slowdown linked to worries about Brexit.  Halifax’s measure of annual 

house price growth had been growing by nearly 10% a year at the time of the 2016 

referendum. However, the expectation is that If the UK ultimately leaves the EU without 

a deal - be it on Oct. 31 or some other time - house prices could quickly drop around 5% 

amid heightened uncertainty and weakened economic activity. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Home Owner / Investor 

Mortgage rates to be slashed for green homes 

Homeowners could reduce their mortgage rate, save money on their energy bills and 

reduce emissions from their homes under new government proposals.  A £5m fund has 

been launched by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) to 

the financial sector to increase the number of ‘green’ mortgages available. Households 

that successfully upgrade the energy rating of their home will be rewarded with access 

to discounted ‘green’ mortgage rates. The government has committed to producing net 

zero emissions by 2050, and essential to this will be improving the energy efficiency of 

the 17 million homes currently with an Energy Performance Certificate below band C. 

Currently, green mortgages favour homeowners in new properties who find it easier to 

make their homes more ‘green’. Older properties can be a challenge to make more 

environmentally friendly with homeowners unable to increase their rating sufficiently to 

make any meaningful savings on their mortgage. BEIS has said that a separate £10m 

innovation fund will be launched to help the industry find ways to retrofit older 

properties with environmentally friendly technology, with minimum disruption to 

homeowners. Green mortgages have been available for several years, but have not yet 

reached the ‘mainstream’, remaining a niche product. They tend to be available from 

smaller lenders such as the Ecology Building Society, which rewards customers with a 

1% discount on their borrowing if it is used to make ‘green’ improvements such as 

having their loft insulated or solar panels installed. Barclays launched a green mortgage 

last year, but it is limited to giving buyers of new-build energy efficient homes access to 

lower interest rates and is not available to homeowners that improve the energy 

efficiency of their existing home. And BNP Paribas working in partnership with Eon are 

developing a green mortgage plan to enable homeowners to extend borrowing on their 

mortgages with a linked ‘energy efficient home improvement’ loan. 

  



 

 

 

All 

London property prices to benefit from proposed stamp duty changes 

Stamp duty change could revive prime property prices by £700,000, helping the top end 

of the housing market to recover from the current slump which is attributed to the high 

level of tax and Brexit uncertainty. Boris Johnson, the favourite candidate to become the 

next Prime Minister has pledged to abolish the property tax on homes under £500,000 

and reverse the rise on prime and super prime homes that was introduced in 2014 by 

the then Chancellor George Osborne. New research by prime London property portal 

Vyomm, has revealed the extent of this initial decision on the market and says that a 

reversal in stamp duty tax thresholds at the top end could help boost buyer demand and 

increase high end house prices by as much as £700,000. Before December 2014 the 

stamp duty rate for properties between £1 million and £2 million was 5%, rising to 7% 

from homes sold for £2 million or more. This was increased to 10% on homes from 

£925,000 to £1.5 million and 12% over £1.5 million. As a result the average sold price 

for homes above £1.5 million in London fell by 3.41% or £101,410 in a year and for 

properties above £10 million it fell by 4.66% or £738,653 over the same period. 

 

All 

Sin tax freeze a sign of things to come? 

Boris Johnson faced an angry backlash over his plan to freeze levies on unhealthy food 

and drink products pending a review into whether they are effective. The Tory leadership 

frontrunner was condemned by health groups, doctors and MPs after announcing the 

proposal on so-called "sin taxes". Tory MP Steve Brine, who was public health minister 

when the tax was introduced, accused Mr Johnson of "transparent dog whistle politics 

dressed up as something thinking." The former foreign secretary hit back, claiming that 

extending the tax to milkshakes would be paid disproportionately by poorer families. The 

Guardian’s view is that the more plausible beneficiary of any slowdown on the sugar tax 

is, of course, the food and drinks industry which strenuously opposed the levy. Note that 

one of Johnson’s advisers is Will Walden of the lobbying firm Edelman, among whose 

clients is Coca-Cola – a company which has made the case for rethinking the sugar tax. 

Team Johnson denies Walden was involved in the policy shift. The paper goes further to 

suggest that this policy gives us a useful preview of the Johnson premiership to come. 

First, there will be cabinet splits aplenty, as Johnson cheerfully undermines or tramples 

on the detailed policy work of his ministers. Second, they claim, we are likely to see a 

very specific Johnsonian brand of populism, in which he purports to stand up for the little 

guy against the wagging finger of the nanny state and the PC-brigade. He will suggest 

that he’s on a mission to cheer us all up, against the po-faced directives of a varying 

cast of hand-picked enemies, whether at the BBC, Brussels or the Bank of England, who 

boringly urge prudence or caution. And for all the talk of representing the poorest or “the 

people”, his proposed action will be of greatest benefit to the powerful. 

 



 

 

 

Saver / Investor 

A golden opportunity 

When one of the world's leading fund managers, renowned for his passion for equities, 

says every investor's portfolio should have a heavy dose of exposure to gold, it is time to 

sit up and listen. That is exactly what happened last week when veteran manager Mark 

Mobius, a long-time investor in emerging markets, said he 'loved' gold and that investors 

should have at least 10% of their assets in the precious metal. His comments came as 

its price climbed to a six-year high of more than $1,413 (£1,125) an ounce. According to 

experts at trader BullionVault, gold prices for UK savers have only ever been higher on 

20 other occasions throughout history. It confidently predicts that by the end of the 

year, the all-time peak of £1,195 – reached in the summer of 2011 when debt crises 

were sweeping across Europe and the United States – could look 'cheap'. The surge in 

gold prices has been fuelled by a number of factors including mounting geopolitical 

tensions in the Middle East, the continued trade war between the United States and 

China, and downward pressure on interest rates. This basket of concerns has highlighted 

gold's status as a store of value and a safe haven during times of uncertainty. 

Commentators believe that over the next decade deflation will dominate the economies 

of the United States and Europe, resulting in suppressed interest rates. In times of 

deflation, he says gold is a 'good asset diversifier' and proves popular as investors 

search for real, physical financial assets. 

 

All 

Divorce and the best way to treat pension pots 

The tricky task of dividing pensions fairly in a divorce and stamping out 'unintended 

discrimination' against women is tackled by top lawyers in a newly published guide. 

Pensions are often a family's second most valuable asset after a home, but the legal 

experts found a widespread lack of confidence among colleagues in the profession about 

how to split them, and a substantial proportion of unfair outcomes. Previous research 

has found divorcing women could be forfeiting thousands of pounds of pension cash, and 

a charity has called for lawyers to prompt couples to discuss the topic during the 

process.  The new good practice guide seeks to address this by demystifying pensions 

jargon, encouraging fairer settlements, and reducing the risk of claims against lawyers 

by former clients. The aim of this guide is to help judges and practitioners navigate their 

way with more confidence through the tricky field of pensions on divorce, and ultimately 

improve the fairness of outcomes for those going through divorce. Additionally the 

Government plans to tackle the causes of financial inequality in later life by intervening 

at points where women are likely to face disadvantage from school to employment, 

divorce and retirement. It will target inequalities in the labour market that lead to 

women to retire, on average, with pension savings up to 40% lower. This will include by 

reviewing equal pay legislation, redundancy protection and maternity discrimination. 
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